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Activities for Sunday 2nd May 2021 

John 15:1-8  

https://youtu.be/SDlS4otedvY 

 

Prayer Activity 

Eat some grapes or raisins 

Over the last weeks in our gathering activities, we have taken time to look back on 

things, people, activities we are missing due to restrictions brought about by Covid-19. 

• What about your current situation would you like to prune, to stop doing, to do with-

out? 

• Could you do that now? 

• Do you need to continue with it until restrictions are fully lifted?  

Help me lord to decide what is important. Amen 

Listen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJvIsJxiOUM 

 

Bubble Wrap Printing Vine age 6-8 

You will need: sugar paper, poster paint (brown, green and purple), paper plates or 

paint trays, paint brushes, a bunch of grapes, bubble wrap, images of vines. 

Take a sheet of paper. Look at the bunch of grapes and how the stalk works with the 

grapes growing off the stalk. Look at images of vines and think about vines and branch-

es. Put small amount of each colour of paint on paper plates. Paint a stalk or vine using 

brown paint. Take a small piece of bubble wrap and cover it with purple paint and then 

print onto sugar paper to form grapes. Print a few times and on a few different areas 

with the same piece of bubble wrap and paint to get more definition from bubbles and 

less of a splodgy mass. Repeat until you are happy with how the picture looks and then 

add on green leaves. 

Think about how we are connected with each other and with Jesus. Think of ways we 

can strengthen those connections with loving actions and words.  

 

Please post photo’s of your crafts in the comments  of the Sunday service post on our 

fb page. https://www.facebook.com/livingstonoldparishchurch 

Adapted from Spill the Beans 
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